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Counter-Mount CTF Ultra™

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 
Unique chrome colored 1.6 liter closed, sealed cartridge through the 
counter dispenser that meets the distinct needs of high-end wash rooms. 

WHERE TO USE
Power efficient CTF Ultra™ dispenser provides the ultimate touch free hand 
washing experience with SC Johnson Professional’s range of Refresh™ 
foam soaps.

INSTALLATION
Mounts to a standard hole (0.94” to 1.25” diameter) and contains a flexible 
design that allows any orientation to guarantee housing in most facilities.
Bottles are easy to load in the dispenser with a “one hand twist and lock” 
exclusive design.

FEATURES BENEFITS

Flexible Mounting Design Allows any orientation to guarantee housing in most facilities.

Built-in Light Indicators Notify when refills and batteries need replacing, making maintenance easy.

Cost Effective Delivers the exact amount required, controlling usage and reducing waste; providing up to 2,000 hand 
washes per bottle and saving labor costs.

New Pump and Delivery Tube with Every 
Refill

Eliminates leaks, downtime and costly refills; keeps the soap fresh and eliminates the risk of cross-
contamination.

Simple cartridge replacement Cartridges are replaced in seconds, reducing maintenance time and costs.

Long Battery Life of up to 3 years or 90,000 
Hand Washes

Saves time and money for battery exchange; up to 4.5 times longer exchange intervals.

Provides a Thick, Rich Foam Luxurious hand washing experience.

No Mess Non-drip, non-clog pump mechanisms ensure no mess.

Optional AC-Adaptor Available Eliminates the need for batteries and battery exchanges.

DISPENSERS
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Charlotte, North Carolina, 28217
Telephone: 800 248 7190
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This information and all further technical advice is based upon our present knowledge and 
experience. However, it implies no liability or other legal responsibility on our part, including 
with regard to existing third party intellectual property rights, especially patent rights. In 
particular, no warranty, whether express or implied, or guarantee of product properties in 
the legal sense is intended or implied. We reserve the right to make any changes according 
to technological progress or further developments. 
® = is a registered trademark of SC Johnson Professional or one of its subsidiaries 
© SC Johnson Professional
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  Do not change

 Fill Reset button

 Indicator light

 Use, if sink rim is 
3/4‘‘ or greater

CODE DESCRIPTION CASE QTY TO USE WITH

CTF16LC CTF Ultra Dispenser, Chrome 4 AZU16LC, CLR16LC

CTF1AC CTF Ultra Single AC Adapter 1 CTF16LC

CTF6AS CTF Ultra 6 Pack AC Adapter 1 CTF16LC

CTF1WA CTF Ultra AC Wire Assembly (to be used with CTF6AS, one needed per dispenser) 1 CTF16LC


